Studies of self-organization processes in nanoporous alumina membranes by small-angle neutron scattering.
We performed studies of the self-organization processes in nanoporous alumina membranes at initial and late stages of aluminum anodization by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). SEM observations indicated three stages in the self-organization of nanopores in alumina: (1) nucleation of random nanopores with a broad radius distribution, (2) narrowing the radius distribution and (3) slow evolution of the nanoporous structure towards ordering of nanopores into large domains. SANS studies revealed orientational correlation between ordered domains of nanopores, which is characterized by a small misorientation angle. For the samples with high aspect ratios of nanopores, the SANS patterns showed azimuthal smearing, which was attributed to the redistribution of nanopores between the domains during their growth.